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CONSERVATION  
STUDENT WORLD VIEW & VALUES    

What Is My World View? 

Our values define what is important in life. We all have different backgrounds, values, 
and experiences that help us form our opinion on different topics. These opinions make 
up our ‘world view’. As we gather more information and hear different perspectives, 
our values can shift and our world view can evolve. Please do this survey BEFORE and 
AFTER completing your ACTION PACK to see if your ‘world view’ has changed. 

Rate the following statements out of 5  
1. Strongly disagree   
2. Disagree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Agree 
5. Strongly agree 

A 

Before  
Rating 

B 

After  
Rating 

C 

Difference 

EXAMPLE – My choices have nothing to do with my carbon footprint 5 2 3 

1. There are lots of natural resources to meet our industry demands for now 
and in the foreseeable future. 

   

2. Riding a bicycle instead of driving is a valuable sustainability action.    

3. Energy alternatives such as wind and solar are good for the environmental 
and economy. 

   

4. Government should regulate mining industries to improve environmental 
and social justice impacts 

   

5.  An individual’s personal actions to conserve energy and natural resources 
won’t have much of an impact on global issues. 

   

6. Buying only sustainable seafood contributes to the health of the ocean     

7. I don’t need to be aware of the amount of paper my household uses.    

8. Developing habits like turning off the lights, turning off the taps, and 
generally wasting less makes a difference to global sustainability. 

   

9. I am not concerned about oil dependence.     

10. The value of natural resources should be measured in primarily economic 
terms. 

   

Totals:    
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Rate the following values out of 5  
1. Strongly disagree   
2. Disagree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Agree 
5. Strongly agree 

A 

Before  
Rating 

B 

After  
Rating 

C 

Difference 

1. I value undeveloped natural spaces and wildlife.    

2. I value the monetary return of harvesting natural resources.    

3. I value convenience.    

4. I value having access to and using public transportation.    

5. I value government regulations of industry that protects the environment.    

6. I value a free-enterprise capitalist economy with high profits.    

7. I value a green economy that supports the development of new technologies.    

8. I value living in a wealthy country.    

9. I value innovation.    

10. I value having a large house to live in.    

11. I value social equality.    

12. I value companies that have a triple bottom line (profit, people and planet).     

13. I value the rights of indigenous communities to protect their land.    

14. I value living in a healthy, non-toxic environment.    

15. My values impact the choices I make about how the resources I consume.  
   

Totals:    

BEFORE ACTION PACK:  Choose one of your top ranked values 
in Column A and give an example of how this affects your 
choices. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

AFTER ACTION PACK:  Choose one of your top ranked values in 
Column B and give an example of how this affects your choices. 
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